
Explore. Discover. Be inspired.
Great Ideas Pack. 



Setting the stage.
L A N D S C A P I N G



Create your own 
personal paradise.

From the basic to the extravagant, there are countless 
options to build your own oasis that fits your personal 
style. Collected from Leisure Pools dealers around 
the world, this collage of landscaped pools could help 
define your own vision of paradise at home.



A unique collection of wall art is the centerpiece of this landscape.
ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Ultra–modern synergy combining architectural 
features with water concepts.

REFLECTION | SAPPHIRE BLUE



A perfectly balanced combination of stunning foliage, the earthiness of 
wood and the tranquillity of an Aquamarine colored pool.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | AQUAMARINE 



Stunning simplicity using a stack stone featured planter box 
with the softening effect of uniformly planted Magnolias.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Split level landscaping achieved by retaining walls provides 
a multi-dimensional aspect to this space.

RIVIERA | EBONY BLUE 



A dramatic formal environment is created with the use of bushes,  
multiple platforms and a beautiful arrangement of water features.

ELEGANCE | EBONY BLUE 



Sharp design works with the angularity 
of the Elegance pool.

ELEGANCE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



The Crystal Blue pool color is in vibrant contrast with the darker 
surroundings featuring the pool as the centerpiece of this area.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



The charming intimacy of this garden has multiple functioning areas 
which are surrounded by a diversity of plants, stone and water.

CARIBBEAN | SILVER GREY 



Raising this pool to meet the outdoor room creates an 
entertainment platform in this space.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Travertine pavers and rustic seating tied into 
this landscape is truly a unique concept.

HARMONY | CRYSTAL BLUE



An infinity edge connects the water with the natural backdrop 
while the understated pool color creates synergy.

RIVIERA | EBONY BLUE



Classic elegance is achieved in this setting by the color contrasts, 
formal planters and the matching wall / water feature combination.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



A simple platform of poolscape allows the area to 
draw on the stunning backdrop of this region.

MEDITERRANEAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Rustic surrounds with the depth of Ebony Blue 
works perfectly with this macro landscape.

ELEGANCE | EBONY BLUE



The mass planting of foliage creates an oasis 
that completes this unique setting.

HORIZON | DIAMOND SAND 



A large open space of lighter paving contrasts beautifully 
with the striking Sapphire Blue color of the pool.

RIVIERA | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Beautiful soft foliage, an interesting deck elevation and a 
tile feature works perfectly to create a cozy environment.

REFLECTION WITH AUTO COVER | GRAPHITE GREY 



The two focal points of wood wall art and a striking water 
feature creates interest in this minimalist landscape.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Dark wood has been used to accentuate 
the curvature of this stunning pool.  

MOROCCAN | DIAMOND SAND 



An outdoor entertaining area reaches into the pool area.
ELEGANCE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



The use of a large, textured rock retaining wall significantly 
increases the level area around this pool.

CARIBBEAN | EBONY BLUE 



A formally planted  backdrop adds interest to this 
poolscape beyond the sum of its parts.

REFLECTION WITH AUTO COVER | AQUAMARINE



A Balinese style landscape with bamboo and a temple water feature 
combine to make this area a peaceful, contemplative environment.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



A large open recreation area using patterned concrete with artificially 
blended colors that compliment the natural stone around the pool.

MEDITERRANEAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



A delightful backdrop of Magnolias and Agapanthus 
softens and deepens this space restricted area.

HARMONY | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Glass fencing has been used to reduce disconnection 
between the outdoor entertainment area and the pool.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



A family residence has incorporated sleek modern lines with a 
vanishing edge, to pair seamlessly with the environment.

ELEGANCE | AQUAMARINE



An open landscape that is crisp and clean.
ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Fabulous informality co-exists with the natural environment.
TUSCANY | DIAMOND SAND



Simplicity as the ultimate sophistication.
REFLECTION | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Nestled amongst the forest, this elegant landscape is using ancient 
style columns with basins as a fire and water feature.

ELEGANCE | CRYSTAL BLUE  



The freeform Riviera lends itself to a natural wood surround in this 
setting at the bottom of the garden.

RIVIERA | SAPPHIRE BLUE 





Stunning Colors.
C O L O R S



Explore a beautiful  
selection of colors.

If you’re looking for something different than the 
standard composite fiberglass pool — something a 
little bit special — then this is the color range for you. 

Each color within the Leisure Pools color range 
includes a built-in sparkle that sets off an added 
brilliance and shimmer effect. No matter what color 
you choose, when the light shines over your Leisure 
Pool, it will appear to have millions of diamonds 
scattered across the pool surface.
 
The Leisure Pools color range not only looks beautiful 
but also has excellent UV, blister, and chemical 
resistance, and is backed by the largest supplier of 
gelcoats for the swimming pool industry.

Crystal BlueSapphire Blue

Ebony Blue Graphite Grey 

Diamond Sand

AquamarineSilver Grey



Sapphire Blue is the most popular color in our range, with spectacular 
contrasts reflecting that quintessential pool styling.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Aquamarine works in harmony with this 
environment giving it an uplifting freshness.

ELEGANCE | AQUAMARINE



Sapphire Blue says Summer.
ALLURE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Diamond Sand is the natural color that reflects the beautiful jade 
water, blending with greenery and natural settings so well.

HORIZON | DIAMOND SAND



Ebony Blue works seamlessly in formal settings.
ROMAN | EBONY BLUE



This Crystal Blue Color gives this area a crisp, clean look.
HARMONY | CRYSTAL BLUE



Sapphire Blue and sandstone are magnificent partners.
MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Silver Grey works in unison with the style of this area.
CARIBBEAN | SILVER GREY



Sapphire Blue is in vibrant contrast to this Australian bush setting.
MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



A desert spring comes to mind with Diamond Sand in this setting.
HARMONY | DIAMOND SAND



Leisure Pools’ Silver Grey reflects refreshing ice blue water.
REFLECTION | SILVER GREY 



Sapphire Blue adapts to any setting - formal, casual or homely.
ROMAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



The Riviera in Crystal Blue has a calming feeling in this setting.
RIVIERA | CRYSTAL BLUE



Ebony Blue works perfectly in natural settings.
ELEGANCE | EBONY BLUE



Diamond Sand gives this area a relaxed, natural tone.
 MOROCCAN | DIAMOND SAND



The Ebony Blue Color ties in well 
with the warm sandstone surrounds.

PALLADIUM PLUNGE | EBONY BLUE 



Silver Grey complements this vintage style backyard.
ELEGANCE | SILVER GREY



The lighter tones of Crystal Blue can give the appearance 
of more space in smaller areas.

ELEGANCE | CRYSTAL BLUE



The Aquamarine complements the sandy paving for a natural look.
MOROCCAN | AQUAMARINE



The Graphite Grey replicates a natural spring 
with the timber and greenery.

REFLECTION WITH AUTO COVER | GRAPHITE GREY



Graphite Grey is a dark contrast to the earthy tones.
MOROCCAN | EBONY BLUE 





Water Features.
E N H A N C E M E N T S



Create your own personal 
spa experience.

Who doesn’t love a water feature? The peaceful 
calmness that one gets from watching and listening to 
running water appeals to everyone. So why not combine 
this vibrant experience with a practical application.

Leisure Pools introduces a range of water features that 
combines it with an enclosure for your pool filtration. 
The rear section of the water feature houses a practical 
enclosed area for your pool equipment (pump, filter, 
chlorinator), chemicals, storage of toys and other items 
you might use with your pool. All neat and tidy, sound 
proofed and protected from the weather.

With your filtration being so close to your pool 
everything works much more efficiently from pumps to 
pool cleaners. Pool equipment can look a little unsightly 
at times and it has always been a problem covering it 
up, protecting it and sound proofing it. But now all of 
these problems are solved with the added benefit of a 
beautiful water feature.



This Sorrento Spa incorporates a sheer descent 
water feature that is just stunning.

SORRENTO SPA | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



This temple style water feature adds 
a peaceful element to this space.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 

Black pattern tiles on this Cascade water feature 
complement the wooden feature panels.



The essential elements of fire and water 
bring a dramatic theme to this pool.

MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE



A cascading rock waterfall makes a strong natural 
feature at the end of this Riviera Pool.

RIVIERA | CRYSTAL BLUE 



A waterwall clad in stack stone supports this visual feature with 
different angular wall concepts to create depth and interest.

ELEGANCE | CRYSTAL BLUE



This Caesar water feature in Basalt complements 
the Ebony Blue color of the pool.

ROMAN | EBONY BLUE 



The Niagara in Desert coloring helps create 
a festive Caribbean style space.

MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Large rock features work well with 
our naturally shaped pools.

MEDITERRANEAN | EBONY BLUE 



This stunning Cascade water feature clad with lighter stack stone  
ties in with the wall features on this pool.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



A water feature can be a focal point.
PLATINUM PLUNGE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



The natural stack stone on the Cascade water feature 
contrasts the vibrant blue water.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



A unique tower style water feature uses dark stack 
stone that is a perfect match with the coping.

SORRENTO SPA | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Small sheer descent water blades 
brings this stone wall to life.

V
ELEGANCE | EBONY BLUE 



The dark stack stone on this cascade is striking 
against the crisp white surroundings.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



This stepped water feature with single large sheer descent 
is a stunning addition to this pool.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



The Oasis water feature in Desert color blends nicely 
with the Crystal Blue Courtyard Roman.

COURTYARD ROMAN | CRYSTAL BLUE



This rock feature adds a focal point to 
the natural and peaceful setting.

RIVIERA | EBONY BLUE 



This rock feature fits perfectly on 
our Courtyard Roman.

COURTYARD ROMAN | DIAMOND SAND



An amazing rock feature playground.
MEDITERRANEAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Believe it or not, this is a handcrafted 
concrete rock waterfall.

TUSCANY | AQUAMARINE 



This water feature adds depth and 
ambience to this setting.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



A curtain of water gives the illusion 
of gentle, cascading rain.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



A decorative feature adds a 
touch of individuality.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Illuminated water spout features 
enlivens this nightscape.

MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE



The platform water feature has a dramatic effect in this 
picturesque setting and also doubles as a splash pool.

ELEGANCE | EBONY BLUE



This entertainment area becomes a seamless modern master-
piece with the simple addition of sheer water blades.
 ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Mosaic tiles and imagination makes this 
water feature a work of art. 

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Inspiration creates the possibilities!
REFLECTION | CRYSTAL BLUE 



The slate tiled custom water feature has a 
complementing wall design in the distance.

MOROCCAN | SAPPHIRE BLUE



An elegant way to present the waterwall as a focal point.
REFLECTION | SAPPHIRE BLUE 





Lighting Options.
E N H A N C E M E N T S



Make your swimming pool
come alive at night.

Leisure Pools underwater lighting makes swimming 
at night safe and enjoyable and provides a beautiful 
feature that enables you to enjoy the aesthetics of 
your swimming pool no matter what time of year.

Our underwater lights are available with LED color 
changing bulbs providing you with a kaleidoscope 
of colors. The LED bulb will go through a rotation of 
colors that can be stopped on your favorite color. 
Leisure Pools underwater lights are also available 
with a stainless steel dress ring for a stylish finish. 

Underwater lights are supplied with a transformer 
reducing the power down to 12 volts. The new Xe-
non technology bulbs provide 10,000 hours of life. 
Changing the bulb is also safe and trouble free.

Leisure Pools recommends to position underwater 
lights on the house side of the pool so that the lights 
are not shining back into your entertaining area. 
Leisure Pools suggests a minimum of 2  underwater 
lights in a pool, with many customers installing 
multiple lighting combinations for a fantastic effect.



Soft yellow lighting visually supports the 
tranquillity reflected in the pool.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



The Moroccan garden palace with 
vibrant blue pool lighting.

MOROCCAN | CRYSTAL BLUE 



Uplights from the decking highlight the feature 
wall from an unconventional angle.

HARMONY | DIAMOND SAND



Feature walls and garden lighting harmonize with the 
tropical depths of this gorgeous nightscape.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | AQUAMARINE



Sharp contrast with strong pool lighting and 
gentle, warm surround lighting.

OLYMPUS | CRYSTAL BLUE



This dramatically lit and action packed poolscape environment 
has a complete theme change on the outer edges.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | CRYSTAL BLUE 



Subtle background lighting has been used to make this dramatic 
water feature the centre of this urban landscape.

REFLECTION | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Violet feature lighting focuses attention on 
this unusual garden centerpiece.

COURTYARD ROMAN | DIAMOND SAND



A midnight blue mirage.
PLATINUM PLUNGE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Perimeter lighting doesn’t draw attention away 
from the pool as the feature in this garden.

RIVIERA | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Rotating colors can create different moods.
ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Living night landscapes with the gentle, 
inviting tones of a softly lit pool.

ELEGANCE | AQUAMARINE



 This wall art feature comes alive with its own story  
 that subtly influences this evening environment.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



This Cascade water feature has striking burnt orange colored 
LED light in its blade to represent a captured sunset.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Garden feature lighting highlights the 
many aspects of this landscape.

PLATINUM PLUNGE | AQUAMARINE



Uplights in trees isolate the backdrop of a pool so that 
only features that should be illuminated are seen.

RIVIERA | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Mystical intrigue is created with 
this clever use of light.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE



This softly lit pool compliments the 
elegance of its surrounds.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Beautiful pool lighting in this Elegance 
for those gentle Summer nights.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE BLUE 



Brilliant pool lighting with spot features through the 
garden gives a majestic depth to this nightscape.

ELEGANCE | AQUAMARINE



Subdued paving uplights create the 
effect of candles around the pool.

RIVIERA | SAPPHIRE BLUE



Neptune’s water spouts and low lighting in the background 
highlight the irridecence of Sapphire Blue at night.

ELEGANCE | CRYSTAL BLUE



Dramatically lit water spouts with a matching sheer decent blade 
in the water feature are captivating in this night scene.

ELEGANCE | SAPPHIRE  BLUE
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